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COMMITTEE PROBES
Welfare Board Revised;
Two Students Added
By BILL KWIATKOWSKI, News Reporter
Xavier's student judiciary tern. What the Review Board
system was recently revised in a tliought should be the resu1t of an
move which abolished the Student individual case sometimes ended in
Review Board, and added two stu- a directly opposite result in the
dent representatives to the formerly Welfare Board's system.
Student opinion will now be
all-faculty Student Welfare Board.
"Just because the Review Board heard first hand on the present
is no longer existing," said Mike Welfare Board. The faculty hears
Lyons, former Chief Justice of that the student's opinion and the stubody, "it doesn't mean that stu- dents will hear the faculty's opinion
dents aren't represented." Lyon is in what is planned to be an intenow one of the two students on the grated judiciary.
Welfare Board, along with five
Campus constitutional amendfaculty members. The other student ments must be made to completely
will be appointed by Student Body authorize the new system. "A disPresident Gene Beaupre. ·• Student ciplinary case pending considerrepresentation," he continued, ''is, ation since September has held up
if anything, enhanced, rather than the amendment procedures," said
diminished under the new system." J"yons, but this will be taken care
According to the new system, stu- of as soon as possible.
dents on the board are to have
Dean of Men Patrick J. Nally
equal standing with faculty and Assistant Deans Raymond
members.
Guye and John Henderson will act
as advisors to the Board. "The
Under the old review system, Welfare Board tries to keep men
a student who was charged with in school, not dismiss them, "con-.
breaking discipline had to appear tinued Lyons. "Many of the disbefore an all-faculty vVelfare Board ciplinary cases could be settled
with the option of appearing before much more smoothly if students
the all-student Review Board first. facing this situation talked with
The Review Board could make Dean Nally to help them settle their
recommendations to the Welfare problems. Mr. Nally is a very
Board, but fmal decision-making reasonable man and if students
was almost exClusively in the hands could realize this, a lot of confusion
of the Welfare Board. There was could be avoided."
somewhat of a communication gap
Nevertheless, he pointed out,
between the Review Board and the " Each case is different, depending
Welfare Board, and this contri- on the circumstances, and this is
buted to the inefficiency of the sys- what must be considered in each."

TEN CENTS

No.5

ROTC

By ROBERT WILHELM, News Associate Editor
''Chances look good for a change, ·• said Linus Bieliuskas last week,
after the Academic Council established a subcommittee which will provide information to the Council concerning a review of the ROTC
program on the Xavier campus.
The subcommittee, chaired by buttons sprouted across the camDr. Charles J. Cusick, will assist pus, and boycott -demonstration
the Academic Council to consider tactics were postponed for fear of
fully all ROTC options. Members endangering the status of the proof the subcommittee included Dr. posal. Unfortunately, since AcaCusick, D1·. Lawrence Donnelly, demic Council was at that time
Mr. John Hendersen, and Capt. buys with the core curriculum proPhillip R. Steward. In addition, posal, the issue lay dormant until
Dr. Charles ,J. Cusick
Student Council will name two rep- last week.
resentatives to the subcommittee.
11
t;flf~S I J•fftJI•f!NNil_~f!
The subcommittee's recommendaBy
PAT
KELLEY, News Reporter
tion will be forwarded to the AcaXavier
University
has
become nattonal. At 6: 15 there will be a
demic Council (on which no
students sit), who in turn make the first Progressive Rock A.M. summary of the upcoming campus
their recommendation to the Board radio station in the Cincinnati area. events in the area. And between
of 'l'rustees, the governing body With the introduction of the new 6:20 and 6:30 will be the John
progressive format last Monday, Shinners' Sports Show with comof the University.
Xavier enters its name along side ments and guests.
The ''Suggestion for Change to Harvard and other big name unia Program of Voluntary R.O. T.C. versities which have changed to
WCX U is heard at 600 on your
at Xavier University," issued at this more collegiate programing. dial. The station uses carrier curthe close of last semester proposed
John Palazzolo, Program Direc- rent - the signal is sent through
dropping the present compulsory tor of WCXU, explained that Pro- the campus' electrical wires to the
system of ROTC. Reasons put for- gressive Rock, "is not 'Teeny three dorms and to the University
ward for the change contended that Bopper' oriented like WUBE or Center. All the listener does is plug
ROTC is not an academic subject WSAI here in Cincinnati, nor is it his radio into an outlet and set the
and a misfit in a Catholic Univer- over '40' or Hippie like some of dial at 600. If you have a transistor
sity curriculum. Support was found the F.M. stations. But it is a mbc- radio with no A.C. adapter, just
. in the precedents of other univer- ture of the best from all three. It set the radio near your desk lamp
sities who· re-established ROTC on covers music from Andy Williams and turn the light and the radio on.
a voluntary basis, and a poll that to Jimi Hendrix. Music the college For even better reception with a
purported to show Xavier students student wants to hear.··
transistor radio, wrap the electric
against the present system 4 to 1.
This is the only format which light cord around it a few times.
The ROTC Investigation Com- will run from twelve noon to twelve
To introduce the students to this
mittee, chaired by Linus Bieliaus- midnight averaging twenty songs new listening experience, the stakas, presented their porposal to per hour. Between six and six tion has been conducting a sensaStudent Council, who ratified it and thirty will be news, area campus tional continuous music program
sent copies to the President of the events, and sports. The news will all week and continuing until midUniversity, the Chail·man of Aca- be student oriented - draft, night Sunday (the station does not
demic Council, and the Board of national, poI it i c s, and inter- transmit on Saturdays).
Trustees. "Voluntary ROTC Now"

ll·f_,...:YIJ

Homecoming Candidates Begin Their Campaigns
Tickets for the big weekend are
on sale in the ticket booth across
from the Grill. The SAM & DAVE
concert will be priced at $3.50 per
person for Xavier Students and
Alumni and $4.00 a person for

MARY ALICE BARRETT
OLC
Campus Student Association

JUDIE BRAMLAGE
OLC
Junior Class

every one else. Saturday night's
price will be $4.00 a couple. Combination tickets will be $10.00.
"Cities of the World" will be the
theme of Homecoming. Float ap-

CHRISTINE ONDOSH
OLC
Louisville Club

ROSEMARY HAAKE
Mount St. Joseph
Senior Class

pllcations are now available in the
Student Council Office or by contacting Bob Bartels (281-3068).
The registration deadline is today
at 4:00 p.m. The Mount and OLC
will also add to the pageantry of

TERRI FOSTER
OLC
Kuhlman Hall

MARJI WOODHOUSE
Mount St. Joseph
Brockman Hall

·the floats.
This week the campus will be
graced by the presence oftheQueen
Candidates. There will be nine candidates this year.

SUE MARINO
OLC
Sodality

ANGIE BIANCO
OLC
Sophomore Class

The voting will take place on
Wednesday (Oct. 30.) and Thursday (Oct. 31 ). The Queen and
her court will be crowned at halftime ceremonies during the XU-

NOELLE MARTS
XUEC
Student Volunteers Serv.

PEGGY DILLION
OLC
Husman Hall
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Gilligan For Senate
As early as 1960, the Xavier News has endorsed
candiates for national office. The News Editorial
Board felt the urgency of this election, and concluded.
that its decision should be made public to the Xavier
Community.

*

*

*

*

Basing a campaign primarily on new methods of
enforcing law and order, as Senate hoepful William
Saxbe has, is not enough to bring about a just,
tranquil society.
Mr. Saxbe himself should be aware of this, for
during his tenure as Attorney General for the State
of Ohio, crime rates have continued to rise; last year
Ohio ranked first nationally in the number of riots
and civil disturbances. Saxbe's overemphasis of this
"law and order" theme gives us some indication ·of
where his chief interests lie.
The Senate needs a man concerned with social
reform in this nation and a reappraisal, if not a
restructuring, of a seemingly outdated foreign policy.
Saxbe has paid some lip service to civil rights, and
his Vietnam policy is elusive. John Gilligan has
shown for years his competence in these fields.
John Gilligan wants to eliminate the sources of
violence. He favors a policy of guaranteed employment for all who can work. He has set up detailed
programs for educational improvement. He has been
·active in Cincinnati civil rights since its beginning
stages in the early 1960's. He has been an outspoken
critic of the Vietnam War, and co-authored the
minority plank on Vietnam at the Democratic National
Convention in Chicago.
But what is most impressive is that John Gilligan
fully maintained his dovish idealism, though he knew
that labor would deny him much-needed funds as a
direct result. That Gilligan would not "sell out" is an
outstanding example of political courage.
The News Editorial Board strongly urges the
election of John Gilligan as United States Senator.
- The News Editorial Board

New Board Needs
Student-Faculty Parity
While it is true that, as Mike Lyons, student
representative to the Student \Velfare Board, says,
"Student representation is, if anything, enhanced,
rather than dimirJshed" as a result of the abolition
of the Student Review Board and the addition of two
student members with full voting powers to the Student
Welfare Board, it cannot be said that the new system
means that the students will receive equal footing
with the faculty in deciding cases.
The revised judiciary is a definite improvement.
over the old, which effectively meant that students
exercised persuasive powers, but no real influence
on Board decisions. The effect of the Student Review
Board was limited by the Welfare Board's ability to
ignore the recommendations of the student board.
Now, on a one-man, one-vote basis, students can
affect decisions in a real way. But this still means
only two votes out of seven.
The judiciary body, by regulating, within its limitations, campus activity, and in certain cases deciding
which campus offenders shall remain in theuniversity,
can be an important shaper of the future goals and
direction of the university, for this direction will be
determined largely by the type of students who is
allowed to remain on campus and the type of activity
permitted. The faculty have an obvious right to take
part in this goal-setting, and so it can be argued that
they have a proper place on a student review board.
But ever since the publication of the Joint Statement
on Student Rights and Freedom, Xavier has increasingly recognized the student's right in the matter of
goals for the university. Thus, there arises a case for
student-faculty parity on the student judiciary.
This is especially true since each case that goes
before the board involves not only a principle, but
a person. It is not a question of who will be more
lenient. Many student boards have been found to be
more severe than faculty or administration equivalents.
The question is rather, who is equipped to judge.
Each group has its merits and limitations, but one
should hardly outweigh the other.

ROTC:
StudentsChoice?
Voluntary ROTC may well be the best answer for
all concerned about the place of Military Science on
campus.
Contrary to popular belief, the school won't be
losing Government money, since the only funds supplied by the Army are for purchasing advance corps
uniforms.
Those in favor of ROTC will find the corps to be
of higher quality when composed only of those who
desire to be in it. Career advantages offered by the
Army will still be there for those who want them, .and
the Army will still receive the college educated men
needed to manage'its far-flung interests.
Those against ROTC will have the right to decide
not to include it in their personal degree programs.
Their choice will not upset the Army's minimum
requirement of producing 25 officers per year, which
could still be met by a voluntary program.
Dissatisfaction with anything compulsory, or resentment of "wearing of the green," are not the issue.
Neither is the charge of ROTC's "indoctrination" or
non-academic "training," which applies equally well
to the modern language classes. Neither is the untrue
claim that basic corps cadets are guinna pigs for the
Seniors - each corps day Freshmen and Sophomores
learn to take charge of and lead their peers, under a
Senior's guidance.
The issue is student freedom. Last year's poll
showed 44% of those surveyed considered ROTC
beneficial; the remainder (including several who had
never taken ROTC) did not. While satisfying those
both for and against ROTC, a voluntary program
would put the decision in the student's hands - where
it belongs.

-

Draft
Adviee
Do you know the draft law and
all the alternatives to military service open to you? Whether you are
just interested In the basics of th&•
draft law or are considering applying as a conscientious objector, the
Cincinnati Draft Project can help
you. IT IS IMPORTANT TO
KNOW YOUR RIGHTS UNDER·
THE DRAFT LAW.
Contact us at:
Cincinnati Draft Projects
P.O. Box 1465
( 4 W. Seventh St.)
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201
or
University of Cincinnati
Draft Counselors
2699 Clifton Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45220
Phone: 221-8412
We hold weekly meetings Wedc
nesdays at 8:00 p.m. at 2699
Clifton.
At Xavier contact:
Jack Wuest
Marion.302
751-4892

RJW

Homecoming
(Continued from page 1)

Dayton game. Last year's Homecoming Queen BARB FREY will
Ble11ed fa he who CZJJeet• nothing, tor
•hall czhDCll/l get tt.
be there to take part in this year's
ceremonies.
EDITOR JN C
• • HIEF . • • . . • . . . . . . . • ... . . Michael J. Henson
Important dates to remember MANAGING EDITOR . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . , Dennis A. Repennlng
for Homecoming are:
EXECUTIVE EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . .'. , . . John M. Dunphy
Oct. 30 and 31-Voting for Home·COPY EDITOR · · · · · · · · . · . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Tom Kessinger
coming Queen.
~~~T~1·E~~~~~R · · · · · · . · . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Jim Boland
Nov. 1
SAM & DAVE in ASSOCIATE E
' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · ...•• Jack Murrfty
DITORS ' · · · · · · · · · · · · Bob WUhelm, Pat KeUey
Concert at the
CIRCULATION EDITOR
Fieldhouse.
CARTOONIST . . . . . . • : : · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . Chris Coughlin
10:00 a.m. Floats ~CRETARY
.
' ' ' ' ' ' ' .. ' ' '··· · • · · John Doyle
Nov, 2
· · · · · • • · • • · · · • . . . • . • . • . . . • RaweanCan
must be on the PHOTOGRAPHERS .•..••... , . . . . Seth Warner, Chuck l'relster
COLUMNISTS . . . . . . . . . • . . Jo'rank Leinbart, J. Richard Hague
practice field.
1:00 p.m. Floats.
George Edcr, Joe Rosenberger
must !Je on the MODERATOR · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . Thomas E. Young
BUSINESS MANAGER · · · · · · · .. · . . . . . . . . . . . . Jack Jcffrc
Football Field.
Rfo:POHTlmS . . . . . . . Matt Hayes, 13111 Kwiatkowski, Chris Nicpllnl
1:30 p.m. Pre-game
I'
·
'"

he

,on
() l\locning, l'l.!ti.! l•'itzgcrald, .Pete 13ernurdi
·.•:l•n Donnhuc, Bill Desmond, Mike Firnwnt,
l'c-te Harsham

parade.

9:00p.m. Dance at
the Tupper Club.
_l,ublish~l'\ ":'t'Ll~ thJtir.~t '"'" acho<.~l :;~ar ft~l'flit ch~rin, TlC'iiiOn IIIli .. ~.Will.l!I(.••J
.
' ~; 'rti,•h lJ! XAvlr.r Uulvtu1ty. H:arniJton CouHl7. !:••n~ton, Cir.r.•nn~U. Ol,io 11,·~~;1
f e a t 11 1' 1 n g r. u~ ~or JUr
T I IF ,.·~·;( 'l: I H FS
',. ,,., r•1 .. ···r.•H;d .-~ ••• ,•.,.• ur Oot .. Lt<· "·· l q ·~ • .a\ •2-> i.'<>l (litHe ~~ Cl• ""-':f,r,),
c
(Jiuc, c.:Jc..:r U.t J..;:t of lli.tdJ 1', 1879.
4

4
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•
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McCart.hy- "The People Are Ready"
By MIKE HENSON, News Editor-In-Chief
qulsltion, an Index, and a holy
We now have facing us, he said,
war.
" a test of lntelllgence, commit"A few people began to say ment, and endurance," a time to
that when they really ought to raise moml questions. "The really
worry Is when they begin to speak hard decisions have yet to be
Latin. Then they began to notice made," but no one qow doubts
that many of the words they used that the people are ready to make
had significant Latin roots, terms moral judgments. "They were
like escalation, pacification, Urn- ready, far more than the politicians
itization or boundaries," and who ran the machines."

The rally was geared to youth. A progressive rock
band thumped out Jimi Hendrix while bearded students and UC coeds in blue and white passed out
campaign leaflets and collected donations. The moderator of the rally in the University of Cincinnati
fi 1
1e dhouse was no more than twenty. There were a
few middle-aged dignitaries and a number of television
cameramen, but this was a rally of youth turning out
for the man who, in this election, has caught the
nation's youth, Eugene McCarthy.
It all happened last Friday at

the UC fieldhouse, when McCarthy
came to speak on behalf of Ohio
senatorial candidate, John J. Gilligan. Gilligan, however, placed a
definite second to the other attractions at the rally. McCarlhy tied
Peter, Paul and Mary for first,
yet the whole program was geared
to the support of Gilligan a former
XU instructor.

"It's quite clear by now," said
PP& M's Peter Yarrow, "that the
McCarthy campaign was not a
defeat, but a victory. And it continues." They sang two of the old
songs, "The 1'imes Are A'Changin' " and "The Hammer Song"
and one of the new ones, "The
Great Mandella," spoke a few
words, then left to catch a plane.
Peter continued, "When Sen.
McCarthy addressed the people in
Grant Park, the people who paid
for that freedom land with their
bodies and with their broken heads,
he referred to himself as a candidate in exile speaking to a people
In exile. Give me ten senators, he
said, and we will determine the foreign policy of the United States.
Here In Cincinnati, we have one
of these senators. His name is
Gilligan.
"We must remember that it took
only 400 people in New Hampshire to change the face of primary
politics In America. More people
are here today than are needed to
change the face of politics of the
entire United States of America. The
object now Is not revolution, but
a new politics. This Is the core and
the crux of the America we love."

Magnetically, the crowd was
drawn from the stands and onto
the floor. They stayed there for the
rest of the rally, despite the efforts
of the small pollee detachment. The
music caught the spirit of the afternoon, and when a local balladeer
tried to interest them with a couple
of campaign ditties, they were indifferent. They were caught by the
old sounds, the old dreams.
And finally, he came. The whole
room seemed to rise as the crowd
stood, either clapping or hands
raised in "v" for victory. There
were a few preliminaries, as first
the moderator introduced Dr. Karl
F. Heiser, candidate for the First
District of Congress; Heiser introduced Gilligan, and Gilligan introduced McCarthy himself.
"We will recapture a unity ot
purpose", said Heiser. "We will

finally, "Pax Americana."
He noted a developing Senate
stand against this "militarization
of the foreign policy" In the greater control of the C lA and the limits
being set on the defense department's ability to set up military
missions in foreign countries.
Yet, "the really vital test," is
yet to come, for "no matter who
is elected president, the real responsibility lies in fue Senate."
He spoke shortly of Gilligan's
opponent, Ohio Attorney General
\Villiam B. Sax be. "He's what they
call a 'Liberal Republican' ...
We discovered fuem in Wisconsin
-Harold Stassen," characterized
by the "short rope philosophy,"
wherein if a man is drowning twenty feet from shore, you tl1row him
a fifteen foot rope and say you
went more than halfway.

He finished to another thunder
of cheers and applause and left
through a forest of arms again
lifted with the "v" for victory.
It Is difficult to say just what
these raised arms were trying to

convey, for their Is no possibility
that any write-In campa'ign can
hope to place McCarthy In the
White House; the victories of the
candidates he supports are far
from sure. What they pointed
to was a victory of the spirit, the
proof that the political destiny or
the nation could be taken from
smoke-filled rooms to the doorsteps of the people. They proved
that morality could again be the
note that sets the political tone
of the nation. The "tests of intelllgence, commitment, and endurance ream in," for the McCarthy
people, but they have. their victory.

have a return to the philosophy of . .----------------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.
America, a return to world cooperation and working out of differences."
Gilligan spoke of a computerized
society and of "a politician who
writes poetry, a man who listens,
who restores meaning to the word,
love." And then the man spoke.
He had a few bittersweet recollections of the campaign, then went
into the body of the talk, "a few
words on the Importance of the
Senate." The thrust of the talk
was that the Senate had been leaving many of its most Important responsibilities to the executive
branch, and in particular, the state
and defense departments, that the
Senate was beginning to take on
more and more of its neglected
duties, and that it would soon
a~{ain.'it thr psruclointrllrctual probegin to take on Its true role as the IN A CRISIS, it takes rouragc to be a
main determiner of American
fessors, the .Marxists, the Press and the
leader ... courage to speak out ...
policy. Hence, the importance
of the senatorial campaign and his to point the way ... to say "Kommt
entire liberal Establishment. And
endorsement of John Gilligan.
they've got that courage.
mit mir !" In a crisis, it takes action to
"The Senate has failed," he
said, "especially since the end of survtvc ... the kind of decisive action
World War II to understand Its
responsibilities In several areas... that comes from a man of sound
Thousands and thow;ands of tomorOne of these, he maintained, was instinct, as well as intelligence.
row's
leaders -- the thinking young
the courts. "We have proceeded to
act as if justice were simply a reJ ugend unci Madchen of der Vatergional matter." He called for a
If Deutschland is to survtvc this

crisis .. , if the Deutsche Jug-end arc to
inherit a sane and even promising
world, we must have courageous, co\1i-'·
structive leadership. The kind of
leadership that only Adolf Hitler- of
all party leaders has to offer. That's
why Deutsche Jugcnd who really think
support Hitler. They know that it takes
courage to stand up for Deutschland

Janel who have courage and arc willing
to act- arc joiriihgHitlJr Youth. You
••
.,~lj[rj,
'
should join too.
:~,

There arc no dues. Send in the
coupon to receive your membership
card, the Nazi Newsletter and a copy
of "Mcin Kampf." the story of
Adolf Hitler.

--------------------------------------- ---·----... - . ...

Notie~

The News Is wllllng fo print
any letter tha~ exhibits a gen-.
eral lntereet to the Xavier
community. To give everyone
an equal opportunity to be
heard, we uk that you make
an attempt &d dmlt yourMII to
1110 wor-.. No ..._ wW be

..

~

... . . .....

..............
.........
1.,..... ....
&!:'~~

..

··-·

univenal ayatem of justice. "We
must recognize that justice and
clvU rights must be the same,
North or South, that the right to
vote must be the same, El,lst or
West, Ohio or Minnesota."
Worst, he claimed was the Senate'• "faUure to undentand ltl real
reaponalbUity in forman policy,"
dae .. reaponalbll- he al4 bad

,....t to the satt

. '!whleb
~
"

Dlpa~

rddl hl ,.., ... ....

... :

··

1296 S('hillerstrassc·

HITLER YOUTH

Miinclwn. Dt•uts('hland

I a111 ............ y•·ars old and pledgl' to support Adolf Hitlt•r. Pll'aSI' st•nd

lilt'

my

llll'IIJbl'rship card in Hitlt•r Youth and tlw Nt•wslettt·•··
PRIN~I·

N.<\ME ......................................................................................................................... -···

!\t.'\II.IN(; .'\I>IJRESS .............................................. \'.:.: ............................................................. ,....... .
·,

.

. ' . _'J' . . :··

..

.· . .:;" ..
CIT\', STt\TE. ZIP ..... :................ :'.:.:.: .... :.......... :.);, .."....
· · "Everydalna that · the Chuldl
atd, dropped In 4lle eampu1 tried to give up at Vatlcal II was
.......................................................... PH«.>NF.
mall, or allpped under the door taken up by the State Department
In the dead of night. Deadline: and the Department of Defense,"
r111:-. 1:-. llEFI:'\ITEI.Y \'11"1 .\ 1'\lll l'di.ITI<:.\1 . . \ll\Tin rsr~m:-n
Monday at Noqn. Thank you.
he went on, listing heresy, an ln-'--------------··iiicciiociiuii.rtiiieliiisyo..iio,;,f,;,N;,oo;,;,triiiieioiD.,.amiiiiiieoiiSciiiiihlioiilaiisiitllic_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1
BRON BACEVICH
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AMoM£N·;.iee
MuR
By JACK MURRAY,

NH~s

J MARSHALL FROSH
f

Sports Editor

BACEVICU BOWING OUT AFTER SERVING YOUTl-1 FOR SO LONG
Elder was propelled on by a very enlhusiastie student body - lhey stood
aU during lhe game and probably have lhe most spirit at least in lhis area while Roger Bacon- traditional winners- was encouraged and inspired by
one man. But what an inspiration!

0 UTCLASS X, 42-0
By DENNI~ ECKART, News Sports Reporter

The Marshall University freshmen continued its
unbeaten streak by humbling our Freshmen Muskies
in their opening game last Monday 42-0. It is the
third consecutive win for Marshall who also have
gotten past Kentucky and Dayton and probably
sport one of the best freshmen teams in this area
of the country.

Last Sunday lhe annual Calholic doubleheader was held at Xavier Stadium.
Marshall kicked off to open the
In lhe first game Elder held Hoger Bacon to 0.0 tie, while in lhe second game game, but In a fashion that was to
continue throughout the game,
1\loeller ran around Pureell 23-12. Bron Bacevich coaches lhe Roger Bacon
Xavier couldn't move the football
Spartan's, and his melhods and discipline have long been admired by coaches and was forced to punt. It was
everywhere. This remarkable man is 63 years old, and last year had his one of 9 punts for Jeff Huwer that
greatest "Greatest Season Ever", going 10.0 and yielding a total of 17 points. day and he sported an even 34.0
That was good enough to rank lhe Spartan's lhird in lhe state.
yard average. Marshall marched
'l11is year Bacevich's Boys won their first five games - 18 game winning down to the 16 yard line but a
rugged Xavier defense held and
streak - before they lost to the St. Xavier Bombers, 13.Q.
the Muskies took over on the 21
On Sunday Bacevich, bedecked in all yard line.
black, was observed by lhis reporter, while
On second and short yardage,
he put his charges to the lest against a rug· XU quarterback Stan Thompson
ged Elder eleven. Bron stood about two feet was thrown for a 12 yard loss,
in front of his ready reserves - those he and again the Muskies were forced
will call on at any instant for combat - to punt. It was on the punt that
and lhe rest of lhe squad sat on lhe bench. number 71, tackle Jim Campbell
Nobody milled around aimlessly. This may was injured. He left the field on a
be a small point, but it shows the demanding stretcher and returned inthesecond
discipline Bacevich places on his learn as half but didn't see any more action.
Marshall quarterback Ted
well as himself.
Shoebridge then connected to
A team is supposed to, and often does flanker Dennis Blevins for a long
reflect its coach. Roger Bacon is a smart gainer to the XU 11. Two plays
team. An Elder man ran lhe ball to lhe later Shoebridge bootlegged
Bacon two yard line, with time running out in first half. The smart Spartan around his right end for 8 yards
and the first of 6 Marshall touchtackler's laid on lhe ball, as time ran out.
downs. Jeff Angle converted and
with 4:29 left in the first period it
Bacon is reminissent of lhe 1965 Notre Dame team which went 8-2, but was 7-0. Xavier took the ensuing
featured at quarterback a fellow named Zloch. Bacon's quarterback couldn't kickoff but promptly fumbled it
throw a spiral ten yards, even if hecould lhey had no one with which to catch away on their own 18 yard line.
it. And the higger Elder squad stymied their plodding running game.
After alternating between halfBacevich keeps a scrapbook, a most impressive testimonial containing every back and fullback draws Shoescrap of information on his players or the learn itself, and sprinkled with bridge swept his left from four
inspirational savings. That includes graduated spartans such as Ty Anthony yards out with 1:40 left in the
opening period and the conversion
and .I ohn Kusselman. And he treats his players like sons.
made it 14-0.
In 36 deasons as head coach - that's a lot of sons - he has compiled a
record of 280 wins, 49 losses, and 12 ties. His record at Roger Bacon is
l Hl-18-7. This includes building lhe Greater Cincinnati Catholic League into
a respected conference. Bron has had 11 undefeated seasons. He is a member
of the NCAA ntles committee.
But it has been rumored that this is the deeply religious Coach's last year
of coaching. Somehow it doesn't seem right that Bacevich should go out a
loser - I mean not having lhe best team in the state, or in even winning the
CCL lie should go out on lop like a Lombardi, Aurbach, or Wilkinson. In
trulh though lhis man has been a winner all his life - living every minute
to its fullest. Whenever the words "Character", "Courage", "Loyalty" and
other inspirational words are uttered from his voice, they have a special
meaning. Bacevich lives !hose words, and expects his players to do lhe same.
Coach Bacevich cannot write; he prints aU his correspondence's. He is a selftaught man. He is a prodigous reader. Nobody will ever question his intelligence. As a matter of fact he's way ahead of many people on lhat score.
Again X received the kickoff
Cincinnati may have Paul Brown, but it has had Bron Bacevieh for 13
years, and now he is leaving lhe coaching f~eld. An enormous void wUI result. but couldn't do anything and was
forced into another punt
Bron Bacevich has spent his life teaching young men the values of sports.
The Thundering Herd was on
SKIRTING TilE FIELD
the rampage again only this time
Jeff Huwer, lett cornerback, pulled
' Last Saturday lhe Chicago Alumni came out fully spirited in support of down his first of two interceptions
lhe Musketeer's over Norther Illinois. Besides keeping a running battle wilh of the day to stall that drive, but.
lhe DeKalb police lhey totally outnoised the opp011ition ... The DeKalbian Xavier again couldn't do anything
program aellers were yeUing "Come out and 11ee Norlher whip St. Francis." and had to punt Shoebridge then
Anolher one inserud Xavier State for NIU's opponent ... On Monday the took Marshall 62 yards In 7
Thundering Herd from MarahaU U. stampeded lhe Xavier Freshman squad, plays, that was climaxed by a 44
42
rd
U
1 saed
1
h nd th ~ bul
·
yard touchdown pass to Larry
-0. The He Iota y oute a
XU's year ings be i
e a ous passmg Sanders that made the IICore 28-0.
of Ted Shoebridge (17 for 34, 351 yards and 3 TO's). Their uniforms were The Muskies took the kickoff and
neatly pressed wilh white jersies and pants and green trim. Before the game - · four plays later they punted. Two
on lhe sidelines - lhey sang lhe Lord's prayer. XU's pass defenae was horren· plays after that Shoebridge threw
dous. The Herd Fr011h sport a 4-0 record on lhe year - victories over their 4 7 yards to Dennis Blevins for
varsity (18 game losing streak), Dayton, and Kentucky, at UK.
their fifth score and at the end of
1
••lllililllli~~~-~~~~-~----•••1111~•-•••••· the third quarter it was Marshall
asandXavlero.
Jim Shottlekottie, Sports editor last Sundays game with the Steelers.
of the Cincinnati Enquirer, is a Coach Ed Biles was on hand for
Xavier graduate ... Add to Frosh the ceremony. Biles said that the
coaching: Jim "ED jr." Llpponcott, Polish American kid caught one
sophomore from Lima. We regret nice post that helped set up the
leaving Jim's name out of last Saint's touchdown. After the Saints
week's story on Froshfootballstaff 16-14 win over Pittsburgh that left
. . . Jim O'Toole, the left handed the fightlngest team In the NFL In
pitcher, is currently taking a few a first place tie with St. Louis . . .
courses at XU. Next year he will Coach Bob Watson, serving his
hurl for the expansionist Seatle second hitch in Vietnam, has been
Pilots of the American League. heard from. Head basketball coach
O'Toole, while pitching for the George Krajack has, and with total
Red's in the eal'ly sixties compiled agreement from his team, planned
wins of 12, 19 ( pennant winning a schedule where each playet writes
year), 16, 17, and 17 ... Dan Watson each week.
Abramowicz was honored before

M 11skie Morsels

one of Marshall's yards were
through the air as quarterback Ted
Shoebrldge was 17 for 34 with 2
Interceptions and "X" could only
get 5 for 18, which was good for
16 yards. The number of plays
were even with 67 for Marshall
and 63 for Xavier and first downs
saw 16 for Marshall and 9 for
Xavier.

-------------------------••

Halfback Iverson Williams is stopped cold by a Marshall tackler
while lineman attempt blocks. There was very little daylight running by
the Little Muskies. They accumulated 63 yards on the ground in the
42'- 0 loss.
Photo by SKill \VAHRENEH, News Staff
$QUACK PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

STEPPEN WOLF
UNDERGROUND • PROGRESSIVE • ROCK • BLUES

SUNDAY, NOV. 3-MUSIC HALL
ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY 8:00 P.M.
MAIL ORDERS NOW Prices: $5.00-$4.00-$3.00
. COMMUNITY TICKET OFFICE, 29 W. 4th St.
Cincinnati, 45202-EN·CLOSE STAMPED ENVELOPE
Fer F11rther Information Telephone 221·1049
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MAC HOPEFUL PUT DOWN BY XU

P111 Five

ON THE.SO

I

DABNEY BLASSE
ABOUT PROS

By JOHN PRICE, News Sports Reporter

"When you make a comebacll like we did, there is no reason to be punting situation gave XU possesdisappointed, " stared Coach Ed BUes in reference to Xavier's heart sion again., this time on the NIU
By CHUCK QUINN
stopping 24-20 victory over a detennined Northern Illinois ream at 21. On fourth down with Husllie
One of the nation's outstanding
Dekalb, Illinois.
defenders in frantic pursuit, Buclly
was willing to give me an opporFor the second consecutive game agairrst the wind in the th ircl hit Dick BarnJzorst (6 catches for split ends Is Xavier's Dick Barn95 yards) in the end zone for horst. Barny has been Xavier's tunity to play." Barnhorst repays
the Muskles were forced to play quarter.
XU everytime he hauls in another
With XU trailing in the fourth Barny's second reception of the starting split end for the last two
catch-up football, but certainly no
TD pass.
years.
The
6-4,
205
lb.
Barnhorst
one can be critical of the results quarter 2~10, the wind began to day. This put the Musldes on top
has
played
brilliant
ball
throughDue to Barnhorst's fine showing
24-20.
Otto
Gramke
/licked
a
field
which have pushed the squad's take affect. A poor Huskle punt
season record to 3-2.
gave XU the ball Inside enemy goal and 3 extra points on tlzeday. out his career with the Muskle 11. last Saturday, Xavier is now 3and
Many XU pass-receiving records 2. Xavier's won and lost record
But with just seconds to go the are in danger due to Barny's outAU the pre-game reports of an territory, and seven plays later
wouldn't be what it is if it wasn't
quarterback
Jerry
Buckmaster
Huskies tried to strike back. A standing performances this season.
easy XU victory seemed justified
for Barny's fantastic catches. He
(
11
completions
in
22
attempts)
face masked infraction denied Barnhorst is also getting promiwhen the Muskies quickly opened
has this to say about our season:
a 1 ~0 Ilad in the second quarter. tallied from the one on a keeper. Spills a third touchdown and an nance because he is one of the top
"We were a little shaky at fll'st.,
An errant snap (rom center in a NIU victory.
NIU was Oat, and Xavier, fresh
10 pass-<:ather in the country.
but now we're comin' on strong.
from a week's rest, was moving the
Baryny hails from right here in We will be playing some great
ball well on the ground.
Cincinnati where he attended Elder football for the remainder of the
"The week off had little affect
Hy CHRIS NICOLINI, News Sports Reporter
High School. He has been playing season. Bettering the record as the
on our play," said Biles. "We were
football for 12 years now, eleven season has progressed has been
The Xavier .Musketeers will try to lengthen a couple of streaks and of those years have beenatendand the increasing spirit of the XU
sharp early in the game."
start a new one Saturday when they journey to Philadelphia to meet the other year at quarterback. It fans. lf the spirit keeps up the way
But any hopes of a Laugher
the Wildcats of Villanova. The Muskies will be looking for their third was his freshman year in high its been we won't let anybody
was abruptly dashed when John
consecutive win of the year, thanks to wins over Marshall and Northern school that Barny was switched to down."
Spilis, the Husllie's sensational split
Illinois, as well as a second on the road. However, they will be seeking QB. After setting the school record
end, caught a 56 yard scoring pass a first this weekend. A victory Saturday would represent Xavier's first for fumbles and completing only
Dick is not exactly sure what
to slice the XU lead to 10-7 at the ever against the Wildcats in Philadelphia. Ther·evengeful Wildcats have one pass, Barnhorst was moved he wants to do with his future.
intem1ission.
made it plain that they feel XU's 3-0 win last year was "lucky." back to end. As we all can see his Although he does not have pro
ambitions he is willing to give Pro
Coach Biles didn't alter the
Villanova leads in the series 6 coaces made a wise decision.
The fast-improving Wildcats
Football a whirl if he gets drafted.
game plan to a great extent in
carry a 3-2 record, identical with to 4. Since 1962 the teams have
Barny chose Xavier because: Most likely Barny's Marketing
order to cope with NI U's outstandXavier's. Toledo helped the vVild- been trading victories, each win- "Xavier has always played hard- Major will have the most influence
ing receiver.
cats open their season by bomb- ning at home.
nosed football, the coachir.g staff on his future.
"He made some great catches
ing them 45-21. The Wildcats then - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
that continuously kept the pressure defeated "small college" foe DelaTOM BUCHMAN
on us," remarked Biles. "But as ware 16-0 and VMI 19-13 before
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
for any adjustments, we made very losing to powerful Boston College
PHONE 931 -9120
few. In fact we used five deep backs 28-15. Last Saturday Villanova
in less situations than any previous pounded Buffalo 28-7.
games."
Offensively, Coach Jack GregNl U vaulted ahead easily in the ory's Villanovans run a multiple
third quarter ·as the running of offense, balancing running and
John La Londe set up another passing. The quarterback is a conSpills touchdown. 'The failure to verted sen i or linebacker John
convert the extra point, however, Sodaski. Sodaski should be rememmay have clinched the Muskie vic- bered by XU fans. He scored the
tory since it prevented the Huskies winning touchdown via a pass infrom playing for a tie in the final terception in Villanova's 13-7 win
of two years ago. Sodaski has been
moments of the game.
The factor which ultimately de- doing well both passing and runcided the game in Xavier's favor ning. With Sodaski in the backdid not occur during play but at field are speedy Frank Boa! and
Billy Walik at halfbacks. Coach
halftime.
Gregory tags split end 'i'om Boyd
"Our second-half strategy was as an All-East candidate. Boyd
to have the wind to our bacll in the has been the Wildcats top pass
fourth qzwrte1;" said Biles. "We catcher. Mike McDonald, a guard
had the option to defend a goal or and John Bogle a tackle head up
receive, and we c!wse to play a big offensive line.

X FIGHTING JINX

New Honda.

"... there is no career that can match business in diversity of intellectual iutemst ... A vigorous, free society
calls for the highest type of lmsiness leaclcrship . .. "

MODEL 125

XAVIER STUDENTS
Contact your campus rep_resentative now to take advantage of ~pedal of!-season prices on
all 22 models. For further iilformation and a personal demonstration call 10M BUCHMAN
931-9120.

THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

invites you to meet its Admissions Representative,
Mr. Nathaniel Pugh, Associate
Director of Admissions, on
October 28, 1968, from 2pm - 5 pm
to discuss the Stanford M.B.A. and Ph.D. Programs in
Business Administration. Appointments to meet with
Mr. Pugh
may be made through
Mr. Thomas J. Hailstones, Dean,
College of Business Administration.
The M.B.A. Program is a two-year general management
course particularly designed for students who have
majored in liberal arts, humanities, science, and cngi- . ,
neering. The purpose of the Doctoral Program is to
t~ain s.cholars for the stimulating challenge open to
business educators, researchers, and innovators.

L----...--·-·----··-- .. -----·.. -·. ·•.·.·

Yo••••lnvitutitlll To #"•••!
BROCKMAN HALL
.MIXER
Sat. Oct. 26th 8-12
Featuring
THE
PICTORIAL SKIFFUL
from Dayton
In the newly painted
Lounge
Donation $t.OO·

THE HONDA SCRA!\-WLER 90 WILL BE DEMONSTRATED ON
MONDAY AT 1:30 and 3:30 in front of ALUMNI HALL
•COCA.COLA'" AND '"COl(£'" ARE
f,...
..
.
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That group really gives.
you the cold shoulder.
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So fight ice with ice. Bribe them with a bottle of ice-cold
Coca-Cola. For Coke has the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. That's why things go better with Coke, after Coke,
after Coke.
Bottled under authori~y of th~ Coca-Cola Company by:
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati
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Lettt~rs
.-1 n flpt!n

to the Efiitor

l~1•tt1~r

To The
We are living in a time of
change. As the Dutch Catechism
states, "There Is a growing sense
u the uniqueness of each man and
of his situation. And we are living
in a special period or transition
when our sense of values is being
definitely renovated." A product of
this change in the Catholic Church
is the renewed emphasis on commitment through personal conscience, and the growth or knowledge and truth through inquiry that
"is to be free, carried on with the
aid of teaching or instruction, com-•
munication, and dialogue. In the
course of these, men explain to one
another the truth they have discovered, or think they have discovered, in order thus to assist one
another in the quest for truth."
(Declaration on Religious Freedom).
From dialogue, therefore, we
should learn. On Friday, October
18, it was reported by United Press
International U1at "more than 2600
students at Boston College, in an
unprecedented move, have petitioned the president of the Roman
CaUwlic institution to drop manda tory theology courses." So, we
have a recent example of this dialogue, along with a hint of dissatisfaction with the status quo.
This dialogue can take many
forms.
On October 16, in the Chicago
1hbune, it was reported that the
Hev. James T. Burtchaell, the
Chairman of the University of
Notre Dame's Theology Department, in giving preliminary comments on a lengthy document opposed to Pope Paul VI's encyclical
on birth control which will be
released the week of October 21,
called the encyclical 'an unfortunate mistake." He also said,
"The encyclical does not allege
infallibility, and what is not infallible is open to debate." Along
these same lines, Bellamine School
of Theology, Alma School of Theology, Seattle University, and numerous "minority reports" from
various schools havecomeoutwith
a stand on the birth control issue.
To my knowledge, there has been
no such statement (except in the
case of Fr. Bastion), pro or con,
regarding this vital issue in· the
Church today from the XU Theology Department, as a whole or

Tl1f~11logg

lleptrrtmf!nt

in part. It is realistic to assume
that each member of this depart-·
mentis capable offorming his own
opinion on this subject and, as a
teacher and protector of the Catholie faith, or expressing this view for
the good of the community. Yet,
we have heard nothing.
Are we to believe that silence·

,

•.. ••

Matt Hayes
Class of '71

P1111dits f

Editor
Xavier News
Dear Editor:
I finally made the Xavier News
(rather my car did) in your recent
political poll. Mine is the one with
"Gilligan 6173 AB McCarthy." I
have several comments to make
about your poll. My McCarthy
sticker indicates my opposition to
the Vietnam War (granted-Gilligan opposes the war) plus the fact
that I don't know how to easily

•-IIIII

means assent by the entire department? Or have I assumed too
much?
In the words of John F. Kennedy, "Healthy controversy is the
hallmark or healthy change...

remove it.
Your statistics, I would guess,
are misleading since there are few
cars with any kind of sticker. Maybe you could publish the number
rather than percentages.
Finally, the fact that the most
popular student sticker is the "love
it or leave it" thing indicates to me
that college is not doing much for
those students.
Yours truly,
George R. Dreese

STEPPENWOLF, one of the
leading underground rock and
blues groups in the nation wlll appear in concert on Su~day, November 3 at Music Hallin Cincinnati.
They will appear for one performance only at 8 P.M. STEPPENWOLF will be appearing under the
auspices of SQUACK Productions
in association with WEBN-FM.
SQUACK'S recent productions included Janis Joplin with Big
Brother and the Holding Company
in Cincinnati before the largest rock
audience in the area since the
Beatles. On Wednesday, October
23, SQUACK gave a free concert
featuring The Quick-Silver Messenger Service and The Sacred Mushroom.
The leader of STEPPENWOLF

is John Kay. The group which
records on Dunhill has had two
singles with million eopy sales;
two of the hottests LP's; and is
presently in the lop ten with their
single of" Suki, Suki ".
SQUACK Productions decided
to present STEPPENWOLF because of the many requests from
the general public. Mall orders for
the STEPPENWOLF concert are
now being accepted at the Community Ticket Office, 29 West
Fourth Street, Cincinnati, 45202.
Ticket prices are: $5.00 - $4.00 and $3.00. A sell~ut Is anticipated
and it is suggested that mall orders
be sent as early as possible for a
preferred seat location. For further
ticket Information or reservations
call Roger E. A~ramson at 2211049 (513).

C;adef,s Tttltr \\1 t-st Pttittt
Three Xavier ROTC cadets will
participate with cadets from other
universities and colleges in a weekend orientation visit to the United
States Military Academy from
October 24th to the 27th.
The visit is designed to offer
HOTC students an orientation and

to enhance their appreciation of
the Military Academy. The visit
is also intended to provide the
Military Academy cadets an opportunity to establish close· personal relationships with members
of the Heserve Officers Training
Corps.

=====~
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Special Cuf Cltor-lrolled

• Sirloin Steak
• Idaho Baked Potato
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e•of's Crisp G•rflo11

• Salad Bowl .~::-:~'!
, ••• iltl
Garlic

Fr~11ch

Roll

You'll never get anywhere without it.

$159

Nothing helps a young engineer's
career like being given a challenge.
Which is another way of saying a chance
to fail now and then. To make his own
mistakes.
At Western Electric we give our newly
recruited engineers responsibility almost
immediately. They make their own decisions. Learn from their own errors.
Don't get us wrong. We keep our

ROSELAWN
7100 ReodiiiCJ Rd.

NORTHERN KY.
4211 Di1io Hwy.

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
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EVANSTON
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BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
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4- HOUR SERVICE
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demands reasonable enough so that our
recruits can make their decisions at their
-own pace. But our thinking is, a man
feels awfully good about even a small
decision when it's his.
If you're the type who'd like the chance
to make your own moves, see our recruiter
or write College Relations, 22Z Broad- .
way, New York, N. Y. 10038.
A lot of hard work never hurt anyone.
t
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Goings Raps XU Social Education;
Blacks "'Behind the Counter"
By PAT KELLY, News Associate Editor
Mr. Russel Goings, a 1959, Alpha Sigma Nu,
honor graduate from Xavier, was back on this campus last Monday to speak on the topic of "Black
and White Relationships- Your Choice." Mr. Goings
is a member of the New York brokerage firm of
Shearson, Hammill and Co., and the manager of its
branch in Harlem.
Throughout the talk he put forth
the idea that the world of business
and the world of the university are
different places. ''In the Jesuit University, you learn of the dignity of
all men, but the graduate quickly
loses these ideas as he steps outside
into society." He feels that an additional duty which a university must
take upon itself is the preparation
of its students to take these ideas
over with them.

Whites will have to help create a
vehicle for this movement. Now
they will have to present the Black
men with opportunities,~ he said.
Whites will have to help Black
business and enterprises grow.
They must bring ~money, business
and experts to the ghetto." Earlier
in the day, he studied this point in
detail. It is not enough just to give
the Negro jobs. '!'his cannot alone
help him. In this situation he takes
his pay check and distributes it
back to the White owners of the
businesses, who in turn take it out
of the ghetto area. This will never
develop the ghettoes. Money must
stay in the ghettos were it will be
able to develop that economy.

"Achievers are not born, but are
stimulated by various factors in
their society, • he said.
From the money point of view,
a Black person can increase profits
just as well as a White person does.
"Profits" is the important word and
it does not know color.
''Blacks ask and demand a part
of the action. We want to ascend !

"Xavier is doing an abominable
job of this," he stated. "The university has a tremendous program of
instruction. One of the best," But,
it does nothing to helpt the student
with society. Instead It sets up its
own social copy withinthecampus.
It forces the students to see the
majority of negroes on the campus
doing the meanial work. Citing
examples of this he said "look at
the cafeteria. Everyone behind the
counter is black but the cashier is
white; there is only one Negro instructor on the faculty of almost
two hundred; there are Jess than
fifty Black students in an enrollment of over twenty-two hundred. "

Entertainment
By JOE ROSENBERGER
The season of the play is once
again upon us, and the local productions are diverse enough to provide the theatre-goer with some
pleasing products.
At Edgecliff the Shakespearean
"Much Ado About Nothing" is
now in the third week of its run.
Well acted andfast-movingenough
to hold one's interest, though by
no means one of the playwrite's
best, it bears looking into.

the advance showings of the work,
scheduled to open In New York· in
December. The production has been
in the works under Hanson's control for four years, during which
he wrote the adaptation of the
Lawrence book. It promises to be
a departure from the usual type
of theatre play.
If you're interested: Good progressive jazz upstairs of New
DUly's Pub, Mount Adams, weekends; Peter, 'Paul, and Mary back
again Nov. 2: Tickets available;
Janis ,Joplin and Big Brother and
the Holding Company last Sunday: what can you say; West Side
Story playing the local theatres, if
you missed It the first time around;
Rachel, Rachel at the Kenwood
Theatre: undoubtedly one of the
year's best, as Paul Newman
proves he can also direct; last but
not least, the possibility of a ClnCreamm
concert

At the Playhouse in the Park,
the new theatre, a show in itself
(witness Fortune Magazine, September) has under it's roof only
on weekends for the present G. B.
Shaw's St. Joan. Tickets are available and YFA cards are honored.
On Monday, Oxt. 28 at 8:30,
again at Playhouse in the Park,
Phillip Hanson presents a solo performance of T. E. Lawrence's

Speaking of what the Whites can
do for the Blacks, Mr. Goings remarked that the ~White people owe
the Blacks dignity, respect, and
help." • Up to this time the Whites
have taken ·away so much of the
Blacks' pride, it leaves them with
nothing to say but, 'Why try?'"
But he insists that the Black
man has the potential to move upward just as much as any white.

ForevernetA .
• A perfect diamond i11 the
perfect 11ymbol of your love . . • . forever
Student Charge Accounts Invited
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Frank Leinhart

Th and Pl

Egoism and Hierarchy
For the past few weeks this
column has been attempting to
develop the theoretical basis of the
position that consciousness tends
to be of two types, egoistic and
subservient. The basic principle is
that consciousness is the means by
which man (or all organisms in
general) brings the world into tune
with himself (egoistic consciousness) or himself into tune with the
world (subservient consciousness).
The two extremes are mere idealizations, and every individual is a
complex mixture of both.
Last week we dealt with hierarchy in general by noting that the
consciousness of the ruling mem· ti c an d th a t
b crs ten d s to b e ego1s
· t.
of th e 1ower mem b ers su b serv1en
"-' wee k we 'll attemp t t o an alyze
1.u1s
institutional Christianity in parti c uJ ar.
The spirit of Christian organization can be summed up in two
maxims. First, that the first shall
be last, and the last shall be first.

However, we are not dealing
here with humility as a personal
principle, but rather as an organizational principle. It is not a personal harmony of self with others,
but an imposition of order on the
subservient consciousness by the
egoistic. And yet, even the local
pastor, bishop, cardinal, and so
on has egoistic consciousness only
in one respect-downward through
the hierarchy. For as each looks
up to his superior, self is ideally
subsumed in the authority imminent in the person above, so that
to the extent that consciousness
was egoistic before, it becomes subservient now. Finally, the Pope is
subsumed into the Holy Spirit. The
point to note is that while self has
a dignity equal to other selves in
personal humility, self is not a
matter of dignity but of pride to be
reflectedinorganizationalhumility.
Consciousness directed upward
along the Church hierarchy ideally
becomes self-consciousness in the

attempt to conform to authority.
Now let's analyze consciousness
directed downward.
Here the second maxim comes
In, that only the child-like soul
can enter heaven. II the subservicnt consciousness is child-like,
the egoistic consciousness logically
becomes Paternal. The interesting
fact of the Christian hierarchy is
that Paternalism and child-likeness
must be combined in one man, for
instance a parish priest. To the
extent that he commands, he must
be egoistic and proud. To the extent that he conforms to the consciousness of his superior, he must
be devoid of pride.
This strange mixture of superiority and inferiority, arrogance
and self-abjegationcreatesattitudes
such as those of Jonathon Edwards, an early American Calvinistic preacher, who said "I could
not bear that I should have no
more h urn ill ty than other
Christians."

~~Polities

In Aetlon''

By BILL ATKINSON, YR President

The Young Republican Club is the largest club at
Xavier, and it is also the most active both in terms
of the quantity and the qualitr of _its activities.
The main thrust of our activities
of course, is political. Knowledge
of the political process and of the
issues of the day is provided members through speakers, discussion
groups, newsletters, and Ohio
League of YR Clubs' workshops
in Columbus. First-hand political
experience is gained from various
campaign activities, such as meeting candidates, attending the State
and Midwest Y R conventions, and
even running for office within the
Young Republican structure.
Xavier's Young Republican
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h
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something about it, and we offer
the opportunity to make your voice
heard through political action.
Leading the Club this year are•
Bill Atkinson, President; Bob
Gorin, Vice-President; Bill Kwiatkowski, Treasurer; Ed Hopkins,
Sergeant-at-Arms; Jim Snyder,
Political Education Chairman; and
Kevin Kearns, Publicity Director.
Completing the picture arc our
social activities. Although many
of our political gatherings may
appear to be parties, we also sponsor functions which are exclusively
for fun. So far this year we have
met at the Burger Brewery to meet
our local candidates, and we have
co-sponsored a Foamer with the
International Club. We are also
participating in the County YR
Club's monthly TGIF parties, and,
of course, we will be the only Party
to have a real victory celebration

Second, that only child-like souls . .-------------------------~---..t~h~e;_:~~i.l-~-.ln~a~t~io~n~~to~d~o-~~~~~i:~:;.._ _ __.._.,
are admitted to heaven. As a
maxim of personal conduct, the
first dictum expresses the very essence of man as a social being.
As an inner, personal way of life, '
humility can be the salvation of
the egoistic- subservient duality.
For it is only by harmonizing the
dignity of self with the dignity of
others that a true community of
conscious beings becomes possible.

SAILING NOTES
By BILL HANSEN
. . . October 5 was the date for the
final event on Xavier's home
waters, Lake Cowan. It was the
scene of the Musketeer Regetta in
which Cincinnati, Ohio University,
Indiana, Wright State, and Xavier
participated. In lOcloselycontested
races, Xavier was edged out offirst
place by a margin of 4 points. Cincinnati finished first, with Xavier,
Ohio University, Indiana, and
Wright State following. Chris Coffing, a sophomore here at Xavier
was the second low point skipper
behind Charlie Wright from Cincinnati. He had but 10 points out
oi ,1 possible 60 . . . Xavier's fall
schedule will be closed out with
regettas at Cincinnati, Indiana, and
a finale at Ohio Weselyan in competition for a place in the Timme
Angsten Regctta in the s p r i n g
season.

n Student Information
Service has arranged jobs,
tours & studying in Europe for
over a decade. Choose from
thousands of good paying jobs
in 15 countries, study at a fa- ,
mous university, take a Granc'
Tour, transatlantic transportation, travel independently. All 1
,.,..,.,r·m1 ts, etc. arranged thru this
low cost & recommended pro··
gram. On the spot help from
ASIS offices while in Europe.
For educational fun-filled &
profitable experience of a lifetime send $ 2 for handbook
(overseas handling, airmail re& applications included)
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